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Happy Mabon!
With this month’s “Harvest” full moon on September 10 its
time to reap what we’ve sown. This moon’s closeness to the
autumnal equinox means that it is symbolic of “new
beginnings” and a door to spiritual awareness. Now is a time
of great transition and transformation.
September is considered a power month in numerology as it
holds the vibration of the number 9. The number 9 represents
transitions and endings. It is the last stage before a new cycle
begins. It is also a powerful number of creation.
Join us as we celebrate this “change” of seasons
Look for September's full Harvest Moon to appear just after sunset on Friday, Sept 9.
It then reaches peak illumination at 5:58 A.M.

The scoop of the day
The Ladle is very excited to add Jessica of Roots Shoppe as a
regular columnist. Be sure to give her a read as she walks us
through various herbs and their uses. She’ll introduce a different
herb each month.
You can stop in and speak with her about herbs in her column
or any other herb you’re curious about Wednesday - Saturday

Roots Shoppe

357 Beal Pkwy NW
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548

Spice Cabinet

Upcoming events, classes, workshops, special guests.
Check calendar, website, or call for times and prices.
Here are glimpses of events beyond our normal calendar of readers and healers.
Sept 3 Basic Spiritual Tools
Sept 4 Reiki 2 (Reiki 1 prerequisite)
Wednesdays Spiritual Development 4-week course
Sept 10 Astral projection Workshop
Sept 11 Reiki 4 (1, 2 and 3 prerequisites)
Sept 17 Reclaim Your Power
Sept 17 Chakras 101
Sept 23 Prenatal Couples Massage
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Welcome Home!
Join us in welcoming these incredibly gifted people to or back to Stone Soup!
Tarot with Veronica

Natural Force Healing Sessions
With Kathlene

About Kathlene
I’ve always been enthralled with nature. The beauty astounds me. So it
was no surprise when I became a landscaper. From the East Coast to
the pacific northwest, Seattle’s largest landscaping firm. One day, cut
short by an accident, my opportunity for licensure was about to
unfold.
1993-phase 1 of Natural Force Healing
T touch equine massage training
1994- Seattle massage school at Green Lake provided more accredited
hours. Graduating 1995 with NBCMT.
1995- completion of phase 2 Natural Force Healing and certified
natural force healing practitioner in Seattle
Passive biofeedback (Toftness scope)
Certified reflexologist Albuquerque New Mexico 2004
Certified healing touch therapist- Colorado school of massage,
Lakewood, CO 2012
Body, mind, spirit- Health Expo
ChristChurch, New Zealand
Natural Force Healing workshops and healing sessions. 2017 through
2019

Veronica Quesenberry-Sutton has been reading Tarot for over five
years for friends and family, but she’s now sharing her gift with the
public. Her practices are deeply rooted in spirit connection and
holistic healing. As a reader, her goal is to provide guidance and
inspiration for those seeking—wherever they are on their journey—
through Tarot. In addition to Tarot reading, Veronica’s a registered
and internationally certified 200-hour yoga instructor and
Ayurveda practitioner, and look for her other coming soon projects,
The Whimsigothic Creatrix and Veronica Vibes!

Create all that is good. You are the positive change in this world.
Kathlene

She is our newest addition behind the counter but is so much more!

Meet Shelby!

Shelby Sailer (Vix/Vixen), is a licensed esthetician, Reiki Master/Energy
Healer. Born and raised here in Fort Walton Beach, Florida. She also
does Distance Reiki and text message Tarot Readings with guidance from
her spirit guides and source. Watch calendar for days she’s available for

Universal Healing Sessions

Welcome Back Juls!
We are very excited to welcome back Juls Constantine to our
scheduling. She’s been on a bit of a break, and we are so glad she’s home.
Spoiler alert: She’s bringing in s new healing modality given to her from
her guides and angels. I don’t want to give away too much so watch our
website, calendar and newsletter for more information.
Juls is an accomplished author, licensed massage therapist, teacher of
many arts, a strongly connected psychic, spirit card reader and healer. She
is the one that taught me how to embrace my spirituality. She is my mentor.

I am, Sherronda, The Enlightenment Queen. I am a master healer, master
teacher, intuitively living in harmony with all around me. Guided by the
Ancestors, Angels and Ascended masters, I am excited to announce
Universal Healings.
Universal healing, is a form of energetic healing, using a combination of
different techniques and practices. Each soul is living mind, body and spirit
in a realm combined of multiple energies. During each session (2 hour
minimum), the Enlightenment Queen is intuitively guided in touch,
(reflexology/massage) in sound (light language/ ancestral guidance) in
Energy transmutation (Reiki/Prana) and much more. Receiving this love
from the universe is a gift to yourself. A step in the direction of your souls’
truest desires, welcoming in an abundance of space, harmony, and expansion
of love.
This energy healing is by appointment only. Bookings @ Stone Soup AND
at my new location:
210 Hospital Dr NE
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548
(850) 462-5892

Spiritual Archetypes
We continue our series on Spiritual Archetypes.
*The Alchemist
*The Ascetic
*The Cenobite
*The Devotee
*The Disciple
*The Hermit
*The Mystic
*The Prophet
*The Rebel
*The Sage
*The Saint
*The Shaman
Rebel archetypes are unconventional thinkers who use unique approaches to solve tasks. They develop cutting-edge ways to bring about changes. They do not
like normalcy and always push for development for a greater community. They believe rules are meant to be broken. Their rebellion often leads to innovation
and reform. They are not afraid of chaos and use it to bring about change. They are also known as maverick, revolutionary and, outlaw. They like to be
independent. Typically, their words are uncensored, and they say things no one else is willing to. They are often misunderstood and are highly sensitive to societal
issues.
They find it difficult to trust people. They often find it hard to connect with others on a personal level.

Realms
“Spiritually speaking. realms are realities separated by a veil. Sometimes they are called parallel worlds or dimensions that usually vibrate at a
different frequency than our known waking reality.” - Jan
Ascended Masters are those in the spirit world that have experienced life in human form. They no longer have a physical body, but unlike other spiritual beings
like Spirit Guides or Angels, they once had one and can relate to the frustration of the karmic cycle. They are sometimes described as souls who finished the
reincarnation cycle, and do all their work in higher dimensions. They come from various religions and civilizations – and have worked for the betterment of
mankind throughout our known history.
Here are some interesting links to further your exploration, pique your curiosity and teach you how to connect.
https://www.udemy.com/course/ascension-techniques-of-the-ascended-masters/
https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/ascended-masters
Archangels, Ascended Masters, and Divinities: Guide to Working with Divinities by Khadija Franklin
Archangels and Ascended Masters: Messages from 33 Divine Beings of Light by Laura Powers

Weekly Guided Meditations

Children’s Meditation

Every Sunday, beginning at 12:30, our meditation
room is open for a one-hour, free public guided
meditation. Guest healers offer opportunities for you
to connect with your inner peace. Crystal bowl,
drumming and sound baths are particularly popular.
Please arrive on time. If doors are locked, we have
reached capacity. Check our calendar for details to see
who will be leading the meditations for the current
month.

We are very excited to include a "Children's Guided
Meditation" on the last Sunday of each month. This
service will be in conjunction with our regularly
scheduled guided mediation from 12:30 to 1:30. It is
open and free with limited seating. Reservations are
not taken but first come, first serve will be honored
until we have reached capacity at which times the
doors will be locked.
Minimum age for children to participate in
meditation is five (5). Parents must be on property.

Herbal Connection
Valerian Root

What if I told you that something that smells like stinky socks was good for you? In the case of Valerian (Valeriana officinalis), that is
just the way it is! This root of this super potent herb has the robust aroma of stinky socks, smelly feet, or… well, you get the point. If you
can move past the smell though, you might just come to love this herb as much as I do.
It has been used since ancient times to treat insomnia, heart palpitations, headaches, trembling, and nervousness. With natural pain
relieving and sedating properties, Valerian is a great addition to your tea blends for sleep, anxiety, and pain. Its antispasmodic properties
make it ideal for offering relief from muscle spasms and menstrual cramps. This magical root also increases GABA levels in the brain.
Obsessive behavior, anxiety, and restlessness - common ADHD symptoms - are linked to GABA deficiencies.
Magically speaking, Valerian is said to turn any bad situation into a good one. Maybe we can sprinkle it around the world? It is a
purification herb, helping break hexes as well as consecrating ritual tools. Valerian is also said to bring peace, helping in spells to stop
family feuding. It is associated with the planet Jupiter and the element of water.
As with any herb, I encourage you to connect to the energy of Valerian when you decide to bring it into your life. This honoring of the
plant allows it to work with you on deeper levels.
So how do you add this root into your life? It can be used in spell work, drank as a tea, used as a bath tea, infused into oils and applied
topically, or made into a tincture. The trick I have found when using it in tea is to hide it among other herbs to mask its smell.
This information is for educational purposes only and is not intended to diagnose or treat.
- Jessica Villarreal-Hays
Owner of Roots Shoppe
(www.rootsshoppe.com)

The community Garden is in full bloom and we are grateful for the volunteer support needed to maintain the
space. You are welcome to pick up a volunteer application/affidavit in the store.
You don’t have to have a green thumb, just a willingness to be one with Gaia and appreciate her bounty. The
herbs, vegetables and fruits are free to all who visit. Please notify us before harvesting.

Stone Soup ISC accepts donations of material goods (clothing, shoes, baby items, pet supplies, blankets, sleeping bags, personal
toiletries, food coupons and gift cards). Please contact staff to make arrangements. Contact Jan for donations of books to our
spiritual library. We have very limited space but will consider any book relevant to spiritual or metaphysical topics. We are in the
process of adding books appropriate for children. Non-perishable food items are also accepted. We will not accept any foods
past their labeled expiration date.
If you are needing help, please contact us. We have a list of resources available in the tri-city area. Just ask at the cashier office in
the retail shop. Our Donation Station is open during regular business hours. Staff will be glad to assist you.
We accept monetary donations. You may request your contribution be used towards:
*Community Garden Fund
*Stone Soup Building and Maintenance Fund
*The Foster Fund

Learning from Our Animal Teachers
You've probably heard of the 4000 beagles that were recently rescued from a breeding facility that supplies animals for pharmaceutical
research labs.
It’s a big news story, but there are small, singular stories of animal abuse playing out all around us, every day.
And yet, animals almost always manage to forgive. Even though they may be left with lifelong trauma, fear, anxiety, or irreversible physical
damage, they forgive.
How do they manage this when we humans can't drive across town without grumbling--or even yelling--at another driver for causing us
the slightest inconvenience?
I can't explain how dogs forgive so easily and completely, and neither can they. It's just the way they're made.
But isn't it the way we're made too? If it isn't, it should be! I'm not claiming to be super good at it either, but I would like to do better.
I think that maybe one important aspect of forgiveness is the ability to understand another being's emotions. If we can understand that
our friend snapped at us because they were feeling anxious, we can ride that understanding toward forgiveness.
I meditated with my dog Truman and came up with an exercise we can try. (This is a good exercise to build animal communication skills
too.)
Study some photos of animals and people. (Not posed photos but candid ones.) Look into the eyes of the animals and humans in the
images and make a list of emotions you think they might be feeling. Stretch your vocabulary of emotions as you do this exercise. Go
beyond love, hate, happiness, fear. Go beyond frustration, excitement, sadness, surprise. How many different emotions can you see in one
being's eyes?
I looked at a photo of one of the 4000 beagles. I saw fear, trepidation, anxiety, uncertainty. But I also saw hope, acceptance, gratitude,
trust.
You know what else I saw? I saw forgiveness.
What do you see? Try the exercise and report back. I look forward to hearing from you!

-

-Babette de Jongh
Animal Communicator

Stone Soup is dog-on-a-leash friendly on the grounds and in the store
only.
If you have an appointment in the Healing Hut, we ask that you contact
the person facilitating your session to arrange to have your companion
with you.

Awaking to your Purpose
By Lance

~ Honoring Emotions ~
Is it possible to experience happiness without knowing sadness? Can you truly know what peace feels like without experiencing anger?
Newton’s Third Law of Motion states “For every action (force) in nature there is an equal and opposite reaction”. We see this law demonstrated all around us from the
atomic scale all the way up to the motion of stars and galaxies.
You can easily demonstrate this in a canoe or on a paddle board. You intuitively know that when you push against the water with your paddle, your craft is moved in the
opposite direction. Since this law is observed throughout nature on every imaginable scale, I think it is safe to assume it also affects our energy and emotional bodies.
Learning to work with these opposing forces rather than ignoring them is a part of becoming more conscious beings.
As a spiritual Being observing a human experience, we should embrace each emotion for what it is... an opportunity to learn and progress along our path. Experiencing
all the emotions provides a frame of reference for each one. If you have never experienced sadness, how would you know that you are happy? You would not be able to
fully know the beauty and exuberance of that joyful moment without knowing that it was somehow special.
In addition, ignoring or bottling up unpleasant emotions can lead to depression, emotional imbalances, chronic health problems, and over reactive outbursts. So we need
to learn to fully embrace each emotion in a conscientious way that takes ownership of our experiences without blaming others for “making us feel this way”. Part of
becoming a more conscious and spiritual individual means taking ownership of our life. When we can do this, we are empowering ourselves to create a more beautiful
future.
~ How to Process Challenging Emotions ~

I like to look at processing emotions in these 3 steps:

Acknowledge
The first step to making any change is bringing awareness to it. So, we first need to acknowledge that the emotion even exists. Avoid pushing it down and ignoring
it. It may not be pleasant, but it is important to honor the existence of the emotion. Sometimes due to circumstances, it may be necessary to temporarily delay
experiencing its full intensity, however we are not refusing to acknowledge it. Just mentally bookmark it and tell yourself this is an important experience that needs
to be worked through as soon as possible.
Embrace/Release
We can learn to embrace the experience and feeling of the emotion by first creating a safe space in which to do so. This can be done either by working with
a facilitator or by arranging your own boundaries. Then sit with it. Bathe in it. Fully feel the emotion without pushing it away. I like to dive in so deep that I am
looking for ways to make the emotion as intense as I can. Once the emotional and energetic bodies have experienced this in a complete way, you will naturally release the
tension and stuck energy and begin to feel a sense of relief.
Learn
Once we have fully experienced it and the intensity has dissipated, we can begin to return to a place of balance and neutrality now that the blocked energy has
dissipated. We can then sit in contemplation and ask ourselves what caused us to react in that way. There is a lesson in each of these experiences. If we choose, we can
work to understand and process the underlying message. Hopefully by internalizing this lesson, we can avoid reacting in the same way in the future, or
at least reduce the level of our reaction. Some of our deepest lessons can take many experiences to completely overcome. This work can be done in several ways including
journaling, meditation, quiet walks through nature, and conscious discussions just to name a few.
Waves of complex emotions such as grief or other trauma bring with them their own challenges that oftentimes can benefit from professional support. I highly recommend
seeking this kind of help if you are feeling overwhelmed at facing this process alone. Our society has traditionally avoided emotions, telling us to take a pill if we feel sad
or alone and get back to work. Over the last couple of years, a public conversation on mental health has started to happen. There is still a long way to go, but the shift is
good to see. If you are unsure how to process through some of your experiences, first trust that the solution will present itself when you are ready. Just be willing to be
open and vulnerable. Talk about your experience with other spiritual truth seekers and ask what they have done in similar situations.
Our community has a wealth of support when you are ready for it.
I encourage you to embrace your human Being and all its experiences.
Sat Nam
(I honor your divine truth)
—
About Lance
My passion is connecting with others on a soulful level and helping each person empower themselves to take the next best step along their spiritual path. I believe we all
have the ability to access our own intuition and divine guidance, so I often ask questions meant for contemplation rather than giving a recommended course of action.
As I begin this new series, I am setting the intention that my words will cause you to contemplate and ponder on the presented ideas. That you will ask yourself how you
feel about these topics and if something resonates within you, then perhaps you will take the necessary action that you are drawn towards.
You can learn more at my website DivineYogaMeditation.com

